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Green & Water Corp. 

 

Safe water to the world. Drop the WATAB tablet and shake to get purified water 

Launch the water purification tablet “WATAB” 

 

Green & Water Corporation (Registered Office at Tokyo Metropolitan City Chuo Ward, Tokyo, 

Japan. Representative Director Seiji Yokoi) (http://greenwater.jp/) in cooperation with HALVO 

Technical Research Institute Co., Ltd., has developed a new product called "WATAB". 

 

 

 

WATAB is a natural inorganic coagulant made of volcanic ash from southern Kyushu area in 

Japan. Drop the tablet of WATAB to dirty water and shake it for 10 seconds to make it 

sanitized*. 

※WATAB does not sanitize saline water.  

<Birth of WATAB> 

We, the group companies, manufactures and develops the product called "KIYOMARU-KUN", 

which is a natural inorganic flocculant with main material of volcanic ash called Shirasu in 

Japanese. "KIYOMARU-KUN" has been used by a lot of companies for industrial applications 

and by people for securing drinking water when natural disasters occur as well as daily in 

developing countries. To use “KIYOMARU-KUN”, however, it requests special knowledge, and 

we thought it essential to find an easy and handy way that enables anybody to use 

“KIYOMARU-KUN”. After years of research, we have developed “WATAB”. “WATAB” makes it 

possible for anybody to improve water quality without knowledge nor skill. 



<What WATAB can do> 

 

Drop the tablet of WATAB in dirty water with paints to make it clean and reusable 

Help to solve environmental issues by disposing wastewater after cleaning it by WATAB. 

 

 

Take WATAB with you. You may not need tons of water carrying with you for camping or 

climbing.  



 

Stock WATAB ready and secure clean water when natural disaster occurs. 

 

<Our commitment to the SDGs by WATAB> 

We have already been involved in the project to provide drinking water and in other support 

projects in Vietnam. Using that experiences, we have started a new project of clean water 

supply: for a sale of a package of WATAB, we provide 750 liters of drinking water which is 

necessary for one person in one year, by using our own water purification technology. 

 

<Inquiries on WATAB> 

Company name: Green & Water Corp. (Subsidiary of HALVO Holdings Co., Ltd.) 

Location: 2F Nihonbashi Horidomecho First, 1-2-10 Nihonbashi Horidomecho, Chuo-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan 

Home Page: https://greenwater.jp/en/ 

Mall: info2@watab.jp 

 


